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 For example, suppose you want to deepen a backbend such as Urdhva Dhanurasana. And even
though the Sanskrit phrase asana translates to indicate “a comfortable, easy position,” Hatha
Yoga works with the body and Western science understands how the body works. Working with
them, nevertheless, makes daily life more comfortable and easy. So why integrate Western
science in to the ancient artwork of Hatha Yoga? Yoga poses are like physical sculptures that
consider you out of your safe place. most yoga poses are neither comfy nor easy.Practicing yoga
exercises is not necessarily the path of least resistance. Understanding of anatomy,
biomechanics, and physiology allow you to predictably do this. Or if you’ Scientific techniques
are the sculpting equipment that enable you to do that with intelligence and accuracy.air bag”
impact discussed in this publication and often address the problem efficiently. Similarly, if you
wish to deepen twists for yourself or your college students, style your practice to involve
physiological methods such as facilitated stretching that may launch and lengthen the muscles
that inhibit turning the trunk.Art disturbs, science reassures. This publication explains these
techniques in detail, with their practical application for backbends and twists. If the body is
flexible, then work with the bandhas described here to improve your strength. If the body is stiff,
use the physiological methods described in the Mat Companion series to lengthen muscle
tissue, break through barriers, and gain flexibility. Spare no work in searching out regions of
level of resistance in your yoga exercises poses.Painter and sculptor George Braque once said, “
Several solutions would not be obvious, or even would be counterintuitive, if you don't knew
how to apply scientific concepts to yoga exercise.” The theory is that artwork will take one out of
a safe place and into new experiences. Technology provides grounding and balance. Because
scientific techniques allow you to intelligently style your practice and give you self-confidence in
your teaching.re a instructor and a student comes to you with lower back distress in Camel
Pose, you may use the abdominal “
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 But what I like is certainly how scientific it appears. There are three ways I understand poses
here. Names are given for each muscle tissue that either stretches or flexes, also images of said
muscles in various hues of blue and crimson to show where strength is, also the joints involed
and the direction the muscles move the ligements. While it could be overwhelming for a few
there is a large amount of growing room therefore many details to keep to work towards better
posture. Even the sugested vinyasa movement has some excess weight to how to order poses
and it gives mention of the chakras.most information on postures in one book that i've seen this
series of books is the greatest detailed info i've seen on the postures. Back ends an twists -
essential reading. What I like can be how it details how to use reciprocal inhibition and the golgi
tendon to proceed deaper into poses- which I might call a simple shift of awareness to push into
the pain without getting hurt. In addition to a heap of fine detail about creating bandhas via co-
activation for stabelization. A very important factor I dont see is much detail to find yourself in
the individual poses. WILL NEED TO HAVE! Once you're in the essential pose this book
provides much detail to continue to explore, play and increase awareness and form. The 4 books
in the series have minimal overlap and the portions that perform make use of different poses for
the illustrations. Definately check these out! A must have for your yoga library This book has
helped me get deeper into backbends since it lays out all the muscles involved and what you
need to be tensing to be able to get the full advantage of each pose. These books are a
significant adjunct to yoga practice. It just reduces the anatomy of every pose so as to help you
get so much deeper into the stretch. I am quite flexible and also have been seeking to get into
contortion which book was an excellent begin because after reading it I really feel like I
understand what I'm doing even more than I did so before. Possibly the best aspect may be the
use of colours to indicate which muscle tissues stretch and which muscle tissue contract in any
pose. To compliment these teachings I will suggest study also of particular modifications for
spinal and additional joint disease or injury. amazing book, thanks We also practice yoga so
those book are thus wonderful for anyone who wish to start practicing I am a enthusiasm
person for yoga, We also practice yoga so those book are therefore wonderful for anyone who
want to start practicing ! Be sure to get all in the series, along with Ray Long's Scientific Keys. If
you are new to the practice, maybe get something a bit more fundamental to start, and then buy
most of these! These are amazing if you're a significant yoga student. An absolute must have
book, Excellent!! Among the "will need to have" book for each Yoga exercises instructor or
student.The quality of the paper, the drawings, the fine detail of the muscles, the clarity of the
info,etc. A wonderful source.The book have a guide for muscles found in every asana or involved
with it. It even gives several variations that can be used for injuries or preparation for each pose.
Back bends and twists are carefully broken down into detail so they become accessible and
safe and sound and enjoyable. These go beyond the typical reference book about yoga
exercises. Thanks again Ray Very long!!!! Needed for yoga teachers. A wonderful resource.
ESSENTIAL for Yogis! Excellent series This series of books is merely excellent. Well well worth
the money. Having done yoga exercise since 1975, I've examine a lot of yoga books. Four Stars
Great yoga instructor resource. Ray long is well known for his Yoga books in Anatomy. This was
again for my partner as she was finishing her Yoga teacher course. I must say i recommend it to
anybody who wants to read!Very well written with great explanation she says. These are some
of the best.Inside you'll find instructions to ace the final Asana, choices for preparing it like
another asanas or how to make use of props (like in Iyengar style). It generally does not tell you
ways to get in to the pose, but that was not the intended purpose of this book. Safety for the
knees and back again and how to minimize risk of injury are essential. But you can get that from



a great many other good books. This group of books is wonderful. The art work is
comprehensive and abundant. Solid reference and source for growth into full understanding of
how these poses function. If you're into anatomy as it pertains to movement and yoga, you'll
want to add these to your permanent collection. Artists will love these as well. love it! I am
Enthusiastic about these books!And she makes good use of the books I buy for her- says its
very useful on her behalf reference work.
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